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Portal de l'Àngel 

"The Most Expensive Street in Spain"

A landmark district in Barcelona, the Portal de l'Àngel is always filled with

people looking for a bargain inside one of the cool boutiques. Located in

the Ciutat Vella (old city), the Portal de l'Àngel has a wide variety of stores

and it is the second most popular area to shop in the city. The district

extends from the Plaça Catalunya and runs along the Avinguda Diagonal

all the way to the Barri Gòtic.

 +34 93 368 9700 (Tourist Information)  Avinguda del Portal de l'Àngel 1, Barcelona
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Santa Caterina Market 

"Neoclassical, Yet Steeped in Tradition"

In the same vicinity as Las Ramblas and the Museu Picasso, the Mercat

Santa Caterina is a great place to spend some quality time, whether one is

looking to do some serious shopping or just stroll around. Existing since

1848, the market has undergone a makeover, and one that's best

appreciated from a high vantage point. Housed under the undulating roof

are stalls retailing in the finest goods Spain has to offer, a restaurant and

incredibly, the remains of an early 13th century Roman monastery, parts of

which are still on display.

 +34 93 3195 740  www.mercatsantacaterina

.com/

 compra@mercatsantacateri

na.net

 avinguda de Francesc

Cambó 16, Ciutat Vella, Parc,

Barcelona
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La Rambla 

"Iconic Barcelona Street"

Las Ramblas, a premier destination for both locals and visitors, stretches

across central Barcelona from the Plaça de Catalunya to the waterside

Columbus Monument. The popular pedestrian mall houses several notable

attractions, including the Gran Teatre del Liceu and Palau de la Virreina,

as well as plenty of opportunities for retail therapy. This cultural hub is

lined with trees and filled with friendly crowds, particularly where

restaurants offer outdoor seating amidst all the action. Whether relishing

the sights and sounds of La Boqueria, one of the most spectacular

markets in the world, or embracing the Catalan pace on a leisurely stroll,

Las Ramblas is a must see in Barcelona.

 +34 93 285 3834 (Tourist Information)  Las Ramblas, Barcelona
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Passeig de Gràcia 

"Catalan Modernism & Elegant Fashion"

Aside from being one of the best places to view Catalan Modernist

architecture, Passeig de Gràcia is also the city's elegant shopping area par

excellence. Foreign brands such as Ermenegildo Zegna, MaxMara, Escada,

and Armand Bassi stand beside Spanish labels such as Purificación

García, Camper, and Loewe. The exclusivity of Vogue, Bally, and Yanko

are offset by more accessible shops like Mango, Globe, Benetton, and

Laura Ashley. This street also boasts the Bulevard dels Antiquaris, which

is excellent for antiques, as well as many restaurants and outdoor cafés,

bookshops, and jewelers. At number 55, Boulevard Rosa also offers more

than 50 small, elegant shops under one roof. Above all else, Passeig de

Gràcia offers passerby boundless style and energy.

 +34 93 285 3834 (Tourist Information)  info@barcelonaturisme.com  Passeig de Gràcia, Barcelona
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Riera Baixa 

"Chic Vintage Clothing"

Barcelona is known to be one of the trendiest cities when it comes to

fashion, hence, you will find some of the renowned and most stylish

clothing brands in and around the city. Among the many big brands, and

their outlets in Barcelona, it is hard to find vintage clothing stores,

therefore the Riera Baixa stands out. Tucked away in the Raval area, this

street is probably one of the best places to pick up vintage clothing from,

shoppers here are spoilt for choice with the many stores lined up, Each

displaying extravagant clothing. With competitive prices, the stores sell

sunglasses, second hand retro prints, 1970s casual wear, bikinis, tops,

mini skirts, jeans and even clothing from the '40s. Besides this, one can

also find vintage record stores and fancy restaurants. A cool place for

shopping, the Riera Baixa brings home all fashion enthusiast from every

corner of Barcelona.

 Carrer de la Riera Baixa, Barcelona
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